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ABSTRACT

Keywords

This paper presents group key distribution techniques for large and
dynamic groups over unreliable channels. The techniques proposed
here are based on the self-healing key distribution methods (with
revocation capability) recently developed by Staddon et al. [27].
By introducing a novel personal key distribution technique, this paper reduces (1) the communication overhead of personal key share
distribution from O(t2 log q) to O(t log q), (2) the communication
overhead of self-healing key distribution with t-revocation capability from O((mt2 + tm) log q) to O(mt log q), and (3) the storage
overhead of the self-healing key distribution with t-revocation capability at each group member from O(m2 log q) to O(m log q),
where t is the maximum number of colluding group members, m
is the number of sessions, and q is a prime number that is large
enough to accommodate a cryptographic key. All these results are
achieved without sacrificing the unconditional security of key distribution. In addition, this paper presents two techniques that allow trade-off between the broadcast size and the recoverability of
lost session keys. These two methods further reduce the broadcast
message size in situations where there are frequent but short-term
disruptions of communication and where there are long-term but
infrequent disruptions of communication, respectively.

key management, group key distribution, self-healing

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-communication networks]: General–security
and protection

General Terms
Design, Security
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless networks, especially mobile wireless ad hoc networks,
are ideal candidates for communications in applications such as
military operations, rescue missions, and scientific explorations,
where there is usually no network infrastructure support. In situations where there are adversaries who may want to intercept and/or
interrupt the communication, security becomes one of the top concerns. In particular, it is critical to make sure that the adversaries
cannot access or interrupt the wireless communication, and even if
they do, it is possible to recover from such compromises quickly.
A common way to ensure communication security is to encrypt
and authenticate the messages. In mobile wireless networks, a
sender may broadcast encrypted and/or authenticated messages to
his/her team members, and only nodes with valid keys can have access to and/or verify these messages. The remaining challenge is
how to distribute the cryptographic keys to valid nodes.
Theoretically, all techniques developed for secure group communications in traditional networks (e.g., LKH [32, 33]) can be used
for key distribution in mobile wireless networks. However, some
unique features of mobile wireless networks introduce new problems that have not been fully considered. First, nodes in mobile
wireless networks may move in and out of range frequently, and
sometimes be completely separate from the network. Moreover,
the adversary may intentionally disrupt the wireless communication using various methods. Thus, techniques without fault tolerant
features, or those that use error correction codes in traditional ways
(e.g., Keystone [34]) cannot fully address this problem, especially
in large, dynamic wireless networks (e.g., military networks consisting of mobile devices carried by soldiers, automatic weapons,
sensing devices, etc.). Second, devices in mobile wireless networks
are typically powered by batteries. It will reduce the lifetime of
the batteries, and thus the availability of wireless devices, to adopt
some power-consuming techniques such as public key cryptography. Thus, not all of the existing techniques are suitable for large
and dynamic wireless networks.
Among existing group key distribution techniques, two methods
are potential candidates for large mobile wireless networks: selfhealing key distribution [27] and stateless key distribution [20].
Self-healing key distribution allows group members to recover lost
session keys, while stateless group key distribution permits group
members to get up-to-date session keys (without recovering lost
keys) even if they miss some previous key distribution messages.

In this paper, we develop novel self-healing group key distribution schemes for large and dynamic groups over unreliable channels based on the techniques proposed in [27], aiming at addressing group key distribution in highly mobile, volatile and hostile
wireless networks. By introducing a novel personal key distribution technique, we reduce (1) the communication overhead of personal key share distribution from O(t2 log q) to O(t log q), (2) the
communication overhead of self-healing key distribution with trevocation capability from O((mt2 + tm) log q) to O(mt log q),
and (3) the storage overhead of the self-healing key distribution
with t-revocation capability at each group member from O(m2 log q)
to O(m log q), where t is the maximum number of colluding group
members, m is the number of sessions, and q is a prime number that
is large enough to accommodate a cryptographic key. All these results are achieved without sacrificing the unconditional security of
key distribution. In addition, we develop two techniques that allow trade-off between the broadcast size and the recoverability of
lost session keys. These two methods address the situations where
there are frequent but short-term disruptions of communication and
where there are long-term but infrequent disruptions of communication, respectively.
The proposed key distribution schemes have several advantages,
which make these schemes very attractive for large mobile wireless networks. First, the proposed techniques are self-healing. A
wireless node can recover lost keys even if it is separated from the
network when the keys are distributed. Second, the proposed techniques do not require heavy computation, and wireless nodes can
get or recover keys by passively listening to broadcast key distribution messages. This is particularly important to devices in mobile wireless networks, which are typically powered by batteries.
Reducing the computation and active communication can significantly reduce the power consumption and prolong the lifetime of
wireless devices. Third, the proposed techniques distribute keys via
true broadcast, conforming to the broadcast nature of wireless networks. Finally, the proposed techniques are scalable to very large
groups. The processing, communication, and storage overheads do
not depend on the size of the group, but on the number of compromised group members that may collude together.
Our contributions in this paper are as follows. The first, and
most fundamental contribution is the novel personal key distribution scheme that allows efficient distribution of different key shares
to different group members via a broadcast channel. Second, based
on this technique, we develop an efficient self-healing key distribution scheme that requires less storage and communication overhead
than those in [27]. Third, we further develop two ways to trade off
the self-healing capability with broadcast size, allowing less communication overhead in bandwidth constrained applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
our model as well as notations to be used in this paper. Section
3 gives the details of our approaches. Section 4 reviews existing
techniques related to group key distribution. Section 5 concludes
this paper and points out some future directions.

2.

OUR MODEL

Communication Model. To focus on the key distribution problem, we adopt a simplified group communication model. We assume that communication entities in a wireless network form groups
to control access to broadcast messages. There may be more than
one group with certain relationships between them (e.g., members
of the captain group are also members of the soldier group). Without loss of generality, we will focus on the case of one group unless
it is necessary to discuss multiple groups. The lifetime of a wireless
network is partitioned into time intervals called sessions. The dura-

tion of sessions may be fixed or dynamic due to the change of group
membership. There is one or several group managers that are responsible for distributing group (session) keys to a large number of
authorized group members. Only group members with valid group
keys can broadcast authenticated messages to other group members
and access encrypted broadcast messages. A sender may transmit
a broadcast message to the other group members (i.e., receivers)
directly, or indirectly through network components (e.g., wireless
routers) or other group members.
Mobile wireless networks are usually highly volatile. Wireless
nodes may move in and out of range frequently, and there is usually no infrastructure support to guarantee reliable delivery of messages. Thus, we do not assume reliable communication in our system; a message sent to a group may or may not reach all the group
members.
Threat Model. We assume an adversary may passively listen
to, or actively insert, intercept and modify, or drop broadcast messages. Our goal is to ensure the group manager can distribute group
keys to group members as long as the group members can get some
of the broadcast messages. Certainly, our approach won’t work if
the adversary completely jams the communication channel. We assume there are other means to defeat signal jamming (e.g., spread
spectrum). Moreover, we consider the possibility that the adversary
may compromise one or more group members (e.g., by capturing
and analyzing the devices). Our goal is to ensure that once detected, such group members will be revoked from the group, and
the adversary has to compromise more than t devices to defeat our
approach, where t is a system parameter.
Notations. We assume each group member is uniquely identified by an ID number i, where i ∈ {1, ..., n} and n is the largest ID
number, and denote the group member as Ui . All of our operations
take place in a finite field Fq , where q is a sufficiently large prime
number. Each group member Ui stores a personal secret Si ⊆ Fq ,
which represents all information the group member may use to recover the session keys. We use H(·) to denote the entropy function
of information theory [9]. We use Kj to denote the session key that
the group manager distributes to the group members in session j,
and ki to denote the personal key of group member Ui . Note that
to enable the group manager to revoke Ui when necessary, we cannot allow ki to be computed only from Si . Instead, ki must also
depend on information distributed by the group manager.
The group manager distributes the session key among the group
via a broadcast message. We use Bj to denote the broadcast message, called the session key distribution message, that the group
manager uses to distribute the group session key during session j.
We use zi,j to denote what the group member Ui learns from its
own personal secret Si and Bj . We use Rj to denote the set of
revoked group members in session j, which contains all of the revoked members since the beginning of session key distribution. We
reserve the letter t to represent the number of compromised group
members. We would like to develop techniques that are resistant
to adversaries who are able to compromise t group members (or,
equivalently, the coalition of up to t revoked group members).
Goals. Our general goal is to develop efficient and unconditionally secure key distribution schemes for mobile wireless networks.
The resulting techniques should be able to tolerate the volatile nature of mobile wireless networks as well as compromise of past
group members. We are particularly interested in practical solutions that can be deployed in the current or next generation wireless
networks.
To further clarify our goals and facilitate the later presentation,
we give the following definitions.

D EFINITION 1. (Personal Key Distribution [27]) Let t, i ∈
{1, ..., n}. In a personal key distribution scheme D, the group manager seeks to establish a new key ki ∈ Fq with each group member
Ui through a broadcast message B.
1. D is a personal key distribution scheme if
(a) for any group member Ui , ki is determined by Si and
B (i.e., H(ki |B, Si ) = 0),
(b) for any set B ⊆ {U1 , ..., Un }, |B| ≤ t, and any Ui ∈
/
B, the members in B are not able to learn anything
about Si (i.e., H(ki , Si |{Si0 }Ui0 ∈B , B) = H(ki , Si )),
and
(c) no information on {ki }i∈{1,...,n} is learned from either the broadcast or the personal secrets alone (i.e.,
H(k1 , ..., kn |B) = H(k1 , ..., kn ) =
H(k1 , ..., kn |S1 , ..., Sn )).
2. D has t-revocation capability if given any R ⊆ {U1 , ..., Un }
such that |R| ≤ t, the group manager can generate a broadcast B, such that for all Ui ∈
/ R, Ui can recover ki (i.e.,
H(ki |B, Si ) = 0), but the revoked group members cannot
recover any of the keys (i.e., H(k1 , ..., kn |B, {Si0 }Ui0 ∈R ) =
H(k1 , ..., kn )).
D EFINITION 2. (Session Key Distribution with b-bit privacy)
Let t, i ∈ {1, ..., n} and j ∈ {1, ..., m}.
1. D is a key distribution scheme with b-bit privacy if
(a) for any member Ui , Kj is determined by zi,j , which in
turn is determined by Bj and Si (i.e., H(Kj |zi,j ) = 0
and H(zi,j |Bj , Si ) = 0),
(b) for any B ⊆ {U1 , ..., Un }, |B| ≤ t, and Ui ∈
/ B, the
uncertainty of the members in B to determine Si is at
least b bits (i.e., H(Si |{Si0 }Ui0 ∈B , B1 , ..., Bm ) ≥ b),
and
(c) what members U1 , ..., Un learn from Bj can’t be determined from the broadcasts or personal keys alone (i.e.,
H(zi,j |B1 , ..., Bm ) = H(zi,j ) = H(zi,j |S1 , ..., Sn )).
2. D has t-revocation capability if given any R ⊆ {U1 , ..., Un },
where |R| ≤ t, the group manager can generate a broadcast Bj , such that for all Ui ∈
/ R, Ui can recover Kj (i.e.,
H(Kj |Bj , Si ) = 0), but the revoked members cannot (i.e.,
H(Kj |Bj , {Si0 }Ui0 ∈R ) = H(Kj )).
3. D is self-healing if the following are true for any 1 ≤ j1 <
j < j2 ≤ m:
(a) For any Ui who is a member in sessions j1 and j2 , Kj
is determined by the set, {zi,j1 , zi,j2 } (i.e.,
H(Kj |zi,j1 , zi,j2 ) = 0).
(b) For any disjoint subsets B, C ⊂ {U1 , ..., Un }, where
|B ∪ C| ≤ t, the set {zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈B,1≤j≤j1 ∪
{zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈C,m≥j≥j2 contains no information on the
key Kj (i.e.,
H(Kj |{zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈B,1≤j≤j1 ∪ {zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈C,m≥j≥j2 )
= H(Kj )).
Our Definition 2 is a generalization of the notion of session key
distribution in [27]. The difference lies in item 1(b). Both definitions are aimed at unconditional security. However, session key
distribution in [27] requires that any coalition of at most t valid

group members cannot get any information about another member’s personal secret, while Definition 2 in our paper requires that
the uncertainty of such a coalition to determine another member’s
personal secret is at least b bits. In other words, session key distribution in [27] doesn’t allow any information leakage, while our
Definition 2 allows certain information leakage as long as the uncertainty of the secret is at least b bits.
As a side note, we found that Construction 3 in [27] doesn’t meet
their criteria of session key distribution as claimed in their Theorem 1. Assume Ui is the member that the coalition wants to attack.
Though it is shown in [27] that the coalition of at most t group
members cannot get any information of Ui ’s share on each individual polynomial, the uncertainty of the personal secret Si , which
consists of a point on each of m2 such polynomials, decreases when
the coalition receives the broadcast messages. This is because the
session key distributed to Ui for each session remains constant in
multiple broadcast messages, and the coalition can get the sum of
this key and a point on a polynomial for multiple polynomials. As
a result, the uncertainty of all the related shares in Si is determined
by the uncertainty of this session key. Nevertheless, Construction
3 in [27] still meets the criteria specified in our Definition 2 with at
least m log q-bit privacy.
Security properties of a group key management system have been
considered in the past [21, 29]. These security properties consist of
(1) group key secrecy, which guarantees that it is at least computationally infeasible for an adversary to discover any group key, (2)
forward secrecy, which guarantees that a passive adversary who
knows a contiguous subset of old group keys cannot discover subsequent group keys, (3) backward secrecy, which guarantees that
a passive adversary who knows a contiguous subset of group keys
cannot discover preceding group keys, and (4) key independence,
which is the combination of forward and backward secrecy.
These security properties have been studied for group key management systems such as CLIQUES [28] and ELK [21]. However,
they are not sufficient in our framework, since each group member
also has access to some secret information (i.e., Si for Ui ), which
is used to compute the group keys. In particular, forward secrecy
doesn’t imply that the adversary cannot discover the subsequent
group keys if he/she further has the secret information only known
to some past group members, and backward secrecy doesn’t guarantee that the adversary cannot discover the preceding group keys
if he/she is further provided the secret information only known to
some new group members. To clarify these requirements, we introduce the notions of t-wise forward and backward secrecy.
D EFINITION 3. (t-wise forward and backward secrecy) Let
t, i ∈ {1, ..., n} and j ∈ {1, ..., m}.
• A key distribution scheme guarantees t-wise forward secrecy
if for any set R ⊆ {U1 , ..., Un }, where |R| ≤ t, and all r ∈
R are revoked before session j, the members in R together
cannot get any information about Kj , even with the knowledge of group keys before session j (i.e., H(Kj |B1 , ..., Bm ,
{Si }Ui ∈R , K1 , ..., Kj−1 ) = H(Kj )).
• A key distribution scheme guarantees t-wise backward secrecy if for any set R ⊆ {U1 , ..., Un }, where |R| ≤ t, and
all r ∈ R join after session j, the members in R together
cannot get any information about Kj , even with the knowledge of group keys after session j (i.e., H(Kj |B1 , ..., Bm ,
{Si }Ui ∈R , Kj+1 , ..., Km ) = H(Kj )).
Note that t-wise forward (backward) secrecy implies forward
(backward) secrecy. Thus, ensuring t-wise forward and backward

secrecy guarantees forward and backward secrecy, key independence, and group key secrecy. Moreover, it is easy to see that t-wise
forward secrecy also implies t-revocation capability.

3.

EFFICIENT SESSION KEY DISTRIBUTION WITH REVOCATION

In this section, we present our techniques for self-healing key
distribution with revocation capability. Our techniques start with
a novel personal key distribution scheme, in which the communication complexity is only O(t log q) to provide t-revocation capability. We then apply this technique to develop an efficient key
distribution scheme in Section 3.2, and then reduce its storage requirement in Section 3.3. To further reduce the broadcast message
size, we propose two kinds of trade-offs between the self-healing
capability and broadcast message size in Section 3.4. The security of these schemes is guaranteed through a number of theorems.
For space reasons, we only present the proof of Theorem 2. The
proofs of the other theorems can be found in the full version of this
paper [16].
One limitation of these schemes is that self-healing key distribution is restricted to m sessions. However, we note that the technique
that extends the lifetime of the methods in [27] is also applicable to
ours. Due to space reasons, we do not discuss it in this paper.

3.1 Personal Key Share Distribution
The purpose of personal key share distribution is to distribute
keys to select group members so that each of the select (or nonrevoked) group members shares a distinct personal key with the
group manager, but the other (revoked) group members (as well as
the adversary) cannot get any information of the keys. In our approach, the group manager broadcasts a message, and all the select
group members derive their keys from the message.
Our approach chooses a random t-degree polynomial f (x) from
Fq [x], and select f (i) to be the personal key share for each group
member Ui . The group manager constructs a single broadcast polynomial w(x) such that for a select group member Ui , f (i) can be
recovered from the knowledge of w(x) and the personal secret Si ,
but for any revoked group member Ui0 , f (i0 ) cannot be determined
from w(x) and Si0 .
Specifically, we construct w(x) from f (x) with the help of a revocation polynomial g(x) and a masking polynomial h(x) by computing w(x) = g(x)f (x) + h(x). The revocation polynomial g(x)
is constructed in such a way that for any select group member Ui ,
g(i) 6= 0, but for any revoked group member Ui0 , g(i0 ) = 0. Each
group member Uv has its own personal secret Sv = {h(v)}, which
may be distributed by the group manager during setup via the secure communication channel between each group member and the
group manager. Thus, for any select group member Ui , new personal key f (i) can be computed by f (i) = w(i)−h(i)
, but for any
g(i)
revoked group member Ui0 , new personal key cannot be computed
because g(i0 ) = 0. This scheme has the properties of unconditional
security and t-revocation capability, which are guaranteed by Theorem 1.
S CHEME 1. Personal key distribution with t-revocation capability. The purpose of this scheme is to distribute distinct shares of
a target t-degree polynomial, f (x), to non-revoked group members.
1. Setup: The group manager randomly picks a 2t-degree masking polynomial, h(x) = h0 + h1 x + ... + h2t x2t , from
Fq [x]. Each group member Ui gets the personal secret, Si =
{h(i)}, from the group manager via the secure communication channel between them.

2. Broadcast: Given a set of revoked group members, R =
{r1 , r2 , ..., rw }, |R| ≤ t, the group manager distributes the
shares of t-degree polynomial f (x) to non-revoked group
members via the following broadcast message:
B = {R} ∪ {w(x) = g(x)f (x) + h(x)}, where the revocation polynomial g(x) is constructed as g(x) = (x − r1 )(x −
r2 )...(x − rw ).
3. Personal key recovery: If any non-revoked group member Ui
receives such a broadcast message, it evaluates the polynomial w(x) at point i and gets w(i) = g(i)f (i) + h(i). Because Ui knows h(i) and g(i) 6= 0, it can compute the new
personal key f (i) = w(i)−h(i)
.
g(i)
In Scheme 1, each non-revoked group member Ui can only recover its own personal share f (i), since computing the personal key
of another non-revoked member Uj requires the knowledge of the
personal secret {h(j)} . The coalition of no more than t revoked
members has no way to determine any share on f (x), because no
matter what f (x) is, for any revoked group member Ui0 , we have
h(i0 ) = w(i0 ), which implies that any f (x) is possible from the
knowledge of the coalition of the revoked group members.
It is noted that the degrees of g(x), f (x) and h(x) are w, t and
2t, respectively. If w < t, after the broadcast of w(x), we actually disclose h2t , h2t−1 , ..., ht+w+1 to anybody who receives the
broadcast message. Fortunately, this information disclosure does
not give the coalition of no more than t revoked members any information that they are not entitled to. This is guaranteed by Theorem 1. In fact, t + w degree is enough for the masking polynomial
h(x). However, at the setup stage, the group manager does not
know the exact number of revoked group members in a particular
session. Thus, a practical way to address this problem is to choose
the degree of h(x) as 2t.
T HEOREM 1. Scheme 1 is an unconditionally secure personal
key distribution scheme with t-revocation capability.
In the setup stage, each group member Ui needs to store its ID
i and one share of the masking polynomial h(i). Thus, the storage requirement in each group member is O(log q). The broadcast
message consists of a set of no more than t IDs and one 2t degree polynomial. Thus, the communication overhead for Scheme
1 is O(t log q). This is a significant improvement over the scheme
in [27], in which the communication complexity is O(t2 log q).

3.2 Self-Healing Key Distribution with Revocation Capability
The technique in Scheme 1 is an efficient scheme to distribute
personal key shares to select group members. Here we further extend it to enable the group manager to distribute group session keys
to select group members, at the same time allowing group members
to recover lost session keys for previous sessions. This technique
combines the technique in Scheme 1 with the self-healing method
in [27].
Intuitively, the group manager randomly splits each group session key Kj into two t-degree polynomials, pj (x) and qj (x), such
that Kj = pj (x) + qj (x). The group manager then distributes
shares pj (i) and qj (i) to each select group member Ui (via broadcast). This allows a group member that has both pj (i) and qj (i) to
recover Kj by Kj = pj (i) + qj (i). Thus, assuming there are m
sessions, we can build (m + 1) broadcast polynomials in session
j to distribute the shares of {p1 (x), ..., pj (x), qj (x), ..., qm (x)} to
all select group members. If a valid Ui receives the broadcast message, it can recover {p1 (i), ..., pj (i), qj (i), ..., qm (i)} and com-

pute session key Kj = pj (i) + qj (i). But the revoked group members get nothing about the corresponding keys from this broadcast
message. Furthermore, if a select group member Ui receives session key distribution messages in sessions j1 and j2 , where j1 <
j2 , but not the session key distribution message for session j, where
j1 < j < j2 , it can still recover the lost session key Kj by first recovering pj (i) and qj (i) from the broadcast messages in sessions
j2 and j1 , respectively, and then computing Kj = pj (i) + qj (i).
S CHEME 2. Self-healing session key distribution scheme with
t-revocation capability.
1. Setup: The group manager randomly picks m · (m + 1)
2t-degree masking polynomials from Fq [x], which are denoted as {hi,j (x)}i=1,...,m,j=1,...,m+1 . Each Uv gets its
personal secret, Sv = {hi,j (v)}i=1,...,m,j=1,...,m+1 , from
the group manager via the secure communication channel
between them. The group manager also picks m random
session keys, {Ki }i=1,...,m ⊂ Fq and m random t-degree
polynomials p1 (x), ..., pm (x) from Fq [x]. For each pi (x),
the group manager constructs qi (x) = Ki − pi (x).
2. Broadcast: In the j th session key distribution, given a set of
revoked member IDs, Rj = {r1 , r2 , ..., rwj }, |Rj | = wj ≤
t, the group manager broadcasts the following message:
Bj = {Rj }
∪ {Pj,i (x) = gj (x)pi (x) + hj,i (x)}i=1,...,j
∪ {Qj,i (x) = gj (x)qi (x) + hj,i+1 (x)}i=j,...,m ,
where gj (x) = (x − r1 )(x − r2 )...(x − rwj ).
3. Session key and shares recovery: When a non-revoked group
member Uv receives the j th session key distribution message, it evaluates the polynomials {Pj,i (x)}i=1,...,j and
{Qj,i (x)}i=j,...,m at point v, recovers the shares {p1 (v), ...,
pj (v)} and {qj (v), ..., qm (v)}, and computes the current
session key by Kj = pj (v) + qj (v). Then it stores all the
items in {p1 (v), ..., pj−1 (v), Kj , qj+1 (v), ..., qm (v)} that
it doesn’t have.
4. Add group members: When the group manager wants to
add a member starting from session j, it picks an unused
ID v ∈ Fq , computes all {hi,k (v)}i=j,...,m,k=j,...,m+1 , and
gives {v, {hi,k (v)}i=j,...,m,k=j,...,m+1 } to this group member via the secure communication channel between them.
A requirement of Scheme 2 is that the sets of revoked group
members must change monotonically. That is, Rj1 ⊆ Rj2 for
1 ≤ j1 ≤ j2 ≤ m. Otherwise, a group member that is revoked
in session j and rejoins the group in a later session can recover the
key for session j, due to the self-healing capability of Scheme 2.
This requirement also applies to the later schemes. Scheme 2 has
the properties of unconditional security, self-healing, t-revocation
capability, t-wise forward secrecy and t-wise backward secrecy, as
shown in Theorems 2 and 3.

1. (a) Session key recovery is described in step 3 of Scheme 2.
Thus, H(Kj |Bj , Si ) = H(Kj |zi,j ) = 0.
(b) For any B ⊆ {U1 , ..., Un }, |B| ≤ t, and any nonrevoked member Uv ∈
/ B, we show that the coalition of B
knows nothing about Sv . First, we have {hj,i (v) = Pj,i (v)−
gj (v)pi (v)}i≤j , {hj,i+1 (v) = Qj,i (v) − gj (v)qi (v)}i≥j ,
{pi (v) + qi (v) = Ki }i=1,...,m . Since all Pj,i (v), Qj,i (v),
Ki and gj (v) are known values after the broadcast of all
{B1 , ..., Bm }, we have
H(Sv |{Si0 }Ui0 ∈B , B1 , ..., Bm )
= H({hj,i (v)}j=1,...,m,i=1,...,m+1 |{Si0 }Ui0 ∈B , B1 , ..., Bm )
= H({pi (v), qi (v)}i=1,...,m |{Si0 }Ui0 ∈B , B1 , ..., Bm )
= H({pi (v)}i=1,...,m |{Si0 }Ui0 ∈B , B1 , ..., Bm )
Second, we randomly pick all {p0i (v)}i=1,...,m . Because the
coalition of B knows at most t points on each {pi (x)}i=1,...,m ,
we can construct {p0i (x)}i=1,...,m based on Lagrange interpolation on these points. Thus, we construct {qi0 (x) = Ki −
p0i (x)}i=1,...,m , {h0j,i (x) = Pj,i (x) − gj (x)p0i (x)}i≤j and
{h0j,i+1 (x) = Qj,i (x) − gj (x)qi0 (x)}i≥j . We can easily
verify that the following constraints, which are all the knowledge that the coalition of B knows.
(i) {p0i (x) + qi0 (x) = Ki }i=1,...,m
(ii) {gj (x)p0i (x) + h0j,i (x) = Pj,i (x)}i≤j
(iii) {gj (x)qi0 (x) + h0j,i+1 (x) = Qj,i (x)}i≥j
(iv) ∀Ui0 ∈ B, {h0j,i (i0 ) = hj,i (i0 )}j=1,...,m,i=1,...,m+1 .
Since {p0i (v)}i=1,...,m are picked randomly, we have
H({pi (v)}i=1,...,m |{Si0 }Ui0 ∈B , B1 , ..., Bm )
= H({pi (v)}i=1,...,m ).
Thus, H(Sv |{Si0 }Ui0 ∈B , B1 , ..., Bm ) =H({pi (v)}i=1,...,m )
= m log q.
(c) Since {pi (x)}i=1,...,m and {hj,i (x)}1≤i≤m,1≤j≤m+1 are
all randomly picked, zi,j = {p1 (i), ..., pj (i), qj (i), ...,
qm (i)} cannot be determined only by broadcast messages or
personal keys. It follows that H(zi,j |B1 , ..., Bm ) = H(zi,j )
= H(zi,j |S1 , ..., Sn ).
2. Assume a collection R of t revoked group members collude. The coalition of R knows at most t points on qj (x)
and nothing on pj (x) before the broadcast of Bj . Based
on Lagrange interpolation, we randomly construct a polynomial qj0 (x) from these t points. Then we randomly pick
Kj0 , and construct p0j (x) = Kj0 − qj0 (x) and h0j,j (x) =
Pj,j (x)−gj (x)p0j (x). After the broadcast of Bj , we can verify that gj (x)p0j (x) + h0j,j (x) = Pj,j (x). Moreover, for any
Ui0 ∈ R, qj0 (i0 ) = qj (i0 ) (from the construction of qj0 (x)).
Since gj (i0 ) = 0, h0j,j (i0 ) = Pj,j (i0 ) − gj (i0 )p0j (x) =
Pj,j (i0 ) = hj,j (i0 ). In addition, since Kj0 is randomly chosen, any value is possible from what the coalition knows
about Kj . Thus, H(Kj |B1 , ..., Bj , {Si0 }Ui0 ∈R ) = H(Kj ).

T HEOREM 2. Scheme 2 is an unconditionally secure, selfhealing session key distribution scheme with m log q-bit privacy
and t-revocation capability.

3. (a) From step 3 of Scheme 2, for any Ui that is a member in
sessions j1 and j2 (1 ≤ j1 < j < j2 ≤ m), Ui can recover
{p1 (i), ..., pj1 (i), qj1 (i), ..., qj (i), ..., qm (i)} and {p1 (i), ...,
pj (i), ... , pj2 (i), qj2 (i), ..., qm (i)}, and recover Kj by computing Kj = pj (i) + qj (i). Thus, H(Kj |zi,j1 , zi,j2 ) = 0.

PROOF. We need to prove that Scheme 2 satisfies all the conditions listed in Definition 2.

(b) For any disjoint subsets B, C ⊂ {U1 , ..., Un }, where
|B∪C| ≤ t and 1 ≤ j1 < j < j2 ≤ m, {zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈B,1≤j≤j1

contains {qj (i)}Ui ∈B , and the set {zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈C,m≥j≥j2 contains {pj (i)}Ui ∈C . Thus, for session j, the coalition B ∪ C
knows at most |B| points on qj (x) and |C| points on pj (x).
Because pj (x), qj (x) are two t-degree polynomials and |B ∪
C| ≤ t, the coalition of B ∪ C cannot recover Kj . That
is, H(Kj |{zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈B,1≤j≤j1 ∪ {zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈C,m≥j≥j2 ) =
H(Kj ).

T HEOREM 3. Scheme 2 has the properties of t-wise forward
secrecy and t-wise backward secrecy.
The storage requirement in Scheme 2 comes from two parts.
First, at the setup step, each group member is required to store the
personal secret, which occupies m(m + 1) log q memory space.
(Note that the group members that join later need to store less
data.) Second, after receiving the session key distribution message
in session j, each group member Uv need store the session key Kj
and {qj0 (v)}j 0 ∈{j+1,...,m} . The latter is necessary to recover future lost session keys. This takes at most m log q memory space.
Hence, the total storage overhead in each group member is at most
m(m + 2) log q.
The broadcast message in step 2 consists of the set of IDs of
all revoked group members and (m + 1) 2t-degree polynomials.
Since we only require the uniqueness of the ID of a particular group
member, the member IDs can be picked from a much smaller finite
set than Fq . Further considering that the number of revoked IDs
will never be greater than t, we can omit the overhead for storing or broadcasting the revoked member IDs. Thus, the broadcast
message size can be simplified to (m + 1)(2t + 1) log q, which almost reaches the lower bound max{t2 log q, mt log q} presented
in [27].

3.3 Reducing Storage Requirement
In Scheme 2, the storage overhead in each group member is
O(m2 log q). The majority of this storage overhead comes from
the personal secret that each group member has to keep, which is
determined by the number of masking polynomials.
By carefully evaluating the broadcast messages in scheme 2, we
note that each pi (x) is masked by different masking polynomials
(i.e., {hj,i (x)}j=i,...,m ) in different sessions. Though having multiple masking polynomials seems to make it more difficult to attack,
it does not contribute to the security of this scheme.
Indeed, having one masking polynomial for each pi (x) is sufficient to protect pi (x) and its shares in our scheme. In Scheme 2,
the purpose of the broadcast polynomial gj (x)pi (x) + hj,i (x) is to
make sure that all non-revoked members in session j can recover
one share on pi (x), but all revoked members cannot. Consider a
given pi (x). The members who are valid in session i but revoked
after session i are expected to compute their shares on pi (x). (Even
if such revoked members may lose the broadcast message in session i, they can still recover the corresponding key and shares if
they somehow get a copy of that message later.) Therefore, it is
unnecessary to protect the same pi (x) multiple times with different
masking polynomials. In other words, once a broadcast polynomial
gi (x)pi (x) + hi,i (x) is constructed in session i, the group manager
may reuse it for the remaining sessions. This implies that we need
only one masking polynomial for each pi (x). As a result, the total
number of masking polynomials for {pi (x)}i=1,...,m , and thus the
number of personal shares that each group member has to keep are
both reduced.
Similarly, the number of masking polynomials for each qi (x)
can also be reduced. First, in Scheme 2, the members that join
in or before session i are expected to compute all their shares on
qi (x), ..., qm (x). Thus, we can reuse the masking polynomials as

discussed earlier. Second, it is easier to prevent later added group
members from accessing shares of earlier qi (x), since the group
manager already knows which group members to deal with. In particular, the group manager doesn’t need to use any revoking polynomial, but just need to keep the shares of the masking polynomials
for {pi (x)}i=1,...,j away from the group members added after session j. Thus, the broadcast polynomial in Scheme 2, {gj (x)qi (x)+
hj,i+1 (x)}i=j,...,m , can be replaced with {qi (x) + fi (x)}i=j,...,m ,
where {fi (x)}i=j,...,m } is a set of random t-degree polynomials.
Based on the above discussion, we propose Scheme 3 to reduce the storage requirement in each member from O(m2 log q)
in Scheme 2 to O(m log q).
S CHEME 3. Improved self-healing session key distribution
scheme with t-revocation capability.
1. Setup: The group manager randomly picks m 2t-degree masking polynomials, {hi (x)}i=1,...,m , and m t-degree polynomials, {fi (x)}i=1,...,m , from Fq [x]. Each Uv gets its personal secret, Sv = {hi (v), fi (v)}i=1,...,m , from the group
manager via the secure communication channel. The group
manager also picks m random session keys, {Ki }i=1,...,m ⊂
Fq and m random t-degree polynomials p1 (x), ..., pm (x)
from Fq [x]. For each pi (x), the group manager constructs
qi (x) = Ki − pi (x).
2. Broadcast: In the j th session key distribution, given the sets
of revoked member IDs for sessions in and before session j,
Ri = {r1 , r2 , ..., rwi }i=1,...,j , where |Ri | = wi ≤ t for
i = 1, ..., j, the group manager broadcasts the following
message:
Bj ={Ri }i=1,...,j ∪{Pi (x) = gi (x)pi (x) + hi (x)}i=1,...,j
∪{Qi (x) = qi (x) + fi (x)}i=j,...,m ,
where gi (x) = (x − r1 )(x − r2 )...(x − rwi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ j.
3. Session key and shares recovery: When a non-revoked group
member Uv receives the j th session key distribution message, it evaluates {Pi (x)}i=1,...,j and {Qi (x)}i=j,...,m at
point v, recovers the shares {p1 (v), ..., pj (v)} as well as
{qj (v), ..., qm (v)}, and then computes the current session
key Kj = pj (v)+qj (v). It finally stores the items in {p1 (v),
..., pj−1 (v), Kj , qj+1 (v), ..., qm (v)} that it does not have.
4. Add group members: When the group manager adds a group
member starting from session j, it picks an unused ID v ∈
Fq , computes all {hi (v)}i=j,...,m and {fi (v)}i=j,...,m , and
gives {v, {hi (v)}i=j,...,m , {fi (v)}i=j,...,m } to this group
member via the secure communication channel between them.
Though Scheme 3 requires less storage than Scheme 2, it still
retains the nice security properties such as unconditional security
and t-wise forward and backward secrecy, as shown in Theorems 4
and 5.
T HEOREM 4. Scheme 3 is an unconditionally secure, selfhealing session key distribution scheme with m log q-bit privacy
and t-revocation capability.
T HEOREM 5. Scheme 3 has the properties of t-wise forward
secrecy and t-wise backward secrecy.
During the setup stage, each group member needs to store one
share of each of the masking polynomials, which totally occupy
2m log q space. Moreover, in order to recover from message loss,

each member needs to store one share (out of the two shares) of
each session key, or the session key itself if it has both shares,
which totally require m log q space. Hence, the overall storage
overhead in each member is at most 3m log q, which is much less
than m(m + 2) log q in Scheme 2.
The broadcast message in session j consists of j revocation sets
{Ri }i=1,...,j and m + 1 polynomials. Since R1 ⊆ R2 ⊆, ..., ⊆
Rm and |Rm | ≤ t, we can use a one-dimensional array with j elements to indicate the number of revoked members in each session.
In other words, we can represent all {Ri }i=1,...,j by Rj and this
array. In addition, the member IDs can be picked from a small finite field. Therefore, we can ignore the communication overhead
for the broadcast of all those revocation sets here. Thus, the broadcast size in session j is ((m + j + 1)t + m + 1) log q, which is a
little smaller than that in Scheme 2. The reason is that the degree of
polynomials {Qj (x)}j=1,...,m is reduced from 2t to t. The largest
broadcast size (when j = m) is ((2m + 1)t + m + 1) log q.
As we discussed earlier, in Scheme 3, if a revoked group member doesn’t receive a broadcast message before it is revoked, it may
recover the corresponding session key by receiving broadcast messages after it is revoked. This doesn’t introduce security problem,
since the revoked member is entitled to that information. However,
such a revoked member cannot do the same thing in Scheme 2 unless it gets the lost broadcast message, because different masking
polynomials are used in different sessions. This is the difference
between Scheme 2 and Scheme 3.

3.4 Trading Off Self-healing Capability for
Less Broadcast size
In our previous schemes, each key distribution message contains
redundant information for all the other m − 1 sessions. However,
in certain situations, having redundant information for all the sessions may be unnecessary and consume too much bandwidth. For
example, when there are only short term communication failures,
which are never longer than a fraction of the m sessions, it is only
necessary to include redundant information to prepare for the maximum number of such sessions. As another example, when there
are relatively long term but infrequent communication failures, always preparing for such failures may generate more-than-necessary
overhead.
In this subsection, we study two possible ways to further reduce
the broadcast message size based on the above observation. Our
first technique is targeted at possibly frequent but short term communication failures. We assume that after a group member receives
a broadcast key distribution message, it takes no more than l − 1
sessions for it to receive another one, where l − 1 << m. The
basic approach is to introduce a “sliding window”1 so that only redundant information for the sessions that fall into this window is
broadcasted. The key distribution message in each session includes
the recovery information on the current session key and shares of
the previous and the future l − 1 session keys. The valid member
can recover any lost key in the sessions between two successfully
received key distribution messages.
Obviously, with the “sliding window” technique, we cannot ensure the same self-healing property as in our previous schemes. In
the following, we extend the notion of self-healing to l-session selfhealing to clarify the capability of the new scheme.
D EFINITION 4. (l-session self-healing) Let t, i ∈ {1, ..., n} and
j, l ∈ {1, ..., m}. D is l-session self-healing if
1
The term “sliding window” was also mentioned in [27]. However,
no specific technique has been presented there.

(a) for any session j, where max(j − l + 1, 1) ≤ j1 < j <
j2 ≤ min(j + l − 1, m), and any Ui who is a member in
sessions j1 and j2 , Kj is determined by the set, {zi,j1 , zi,j2 }
(i.e., H(Kj |zi,j1 , zi,j2 ) = 0), and
(b) for any session j, where 1 ≤ j1 < j < j2 ≤ m, and any
disjoint subsets B, C ⊂ {U1 , ..., Un } where |B∪C| ≤ t, the
set {zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈B,1≤j≤j1 ∪{zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈C,m≥j≥j2 contains no
information on Kj (i.e.,
H(Kj |{zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈B , 1≤j≤j1 ∪{zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈C , m≥j≥j2 )
= H(Kj )).
Based on the above discussion, we develop the following scheme
to trade off self-healing capability with broadcast size.
S CHEME 4. Session key distribution with t-revocation capability for short term communication failures. The setup and adding
group members steps are the same as Scheme 3.
• Broadcast: In the j th session key distribution, given the sets
of revoked member IDs for sessions in and before session
j, Ri = {r1 , r2 , ..., rwi }i=max(j−l+1,1),...,j , where |Ri | =
wi ≤ t for i = max(j − l + 1, 1), ..., j, the group manager
broadcasts the following message:
Bj = {Ri }i=max(j−l+1,1),...,j
∪{Pi (x) = gi (x)pi (x) + hi (x)}i=max(j−l+1,1),...,j
∪{Qi (x) = qi (x) + fi (x)}i=j,...,min(j+l−1,m)
where gi (x) = (x − r1 )(x − r2 )...(x − rwi ), max(j − l +
1, 1) ≤ i ≤ j.
• Session key and shares recovery: When a non-revoked group
member Uv receives the j th key distribution message, it first
evaluates the polynomials {Pi (x)}i=max(j−l+1,1),...,j and
{Qi (x)}i=j,...,min(j+l−1,m) at point v, then recovers the
shares {pmax(j−l+1,1) (v), ..., pj (v)} as well as {qj (v), ...,
qmin(j+l−1,m) (v)}, and computes the current session key
Kj = pj (v) + qj (v). Finally, the member Uv stores the
items in {pmax(j−l+1,1) (v), ..., pj−1 (v), Kj , qj+1 (v), ...,
qmin(j+l−1,m) (v)} that it does not have.
T HEOREM 6. Scheme 4 is an unconditionally secure, l-session
self-healing session key distribution scheme with m log q-bit privacy and t-revocation capability, t-wise forward and backward secrecy.
In Scheme 4, the size of personal secret in each member is at
most 2m log q. In addition, it needs additional (2l − 1) log q memory space to store the session key and shares. Therefore, the total
storage overhead is at most (2m + 2l − 1) log q. The broadcast
message consists of l 2t-degree polynomials and l t-degree polynomials, which occupies l(3t + 2) log q in the communication bandwidth.
Our second technique is aimed at situations where there are relatively long term but infrequent communication failures. Specifically, we assume that each group member can receive at least d
consecutive broadcast key distribution messages, and after a group
member receives a broadcast key distribution message, it takes no
more than (l − 1)d sessions for it to receive another one.
Intuitively, the second technique is to selectively include the same
amount of redundant information from a large “window” of sessions (i.e., 2(l − 1)d + 1 instead of 2l − 1 sessions) in each key
distribution message. Specifically, the group manager picks one
from every d consecutive sessions in a particular window of sessions and includes key shares for those selected sessions in the key

distribution message. In other words, the recovery information for
a particular session key is evenly distributed among a large number
of sessions. Given the window size 2(l − 1)d + 1, the key distribution message for session j will contain key shares for sessions
j −(l−1)d, j −(l−2)d, ..., j −d and j +d, j +2d, ..., j +(l−1)d.
Thus, any d consecutive session key distribution messages contain
shares of the previous and the future (l − 1)d sessions. A group
member may not find the necessary information to recover a particular session key in one key distribution message; however, it is
guaranteed to find one in the next d − 1 key distribution messages.
In general, this idea is to trade off the key recovery delay with the
number of recoverable sessions.
Scheme 4 can be viewed as a special case of this technique (when
d = 1). To clarify the self-healing capability of this new technique,
we generalize Definition 4 into the following notion of (l,d) selfhealing.
D EFINITION 5. ((l,d) self-healing) Let t, i ∈ {1, ..., n} and
j, l, d ∈ {1, ..., m}. D is (l,d) self-healing if
(a) for any session j, where max(j − (l − 1) · d, 1) ≤ j −
j1 · d < j < j + j2 · d ≤ min(j + (l − 1) · d, m), and
any Ui who is a member in sessions j − j1 · d and j + j2 ·
d, Kj is determined by the set, {zi,j−j1 ·d , zi,j+j2 ·d } (i.e.,
H(Kj |zi,j−j1 ·d , zi,j+j2 ·d ) = 0), and
(b) for any session j, where 1 ≤ j1 < j < j2 ≤ m, and any
disjoint subsets B, C ⊂ {U1 , ..., Un } where |B∪C| ≤ t, the
set {zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈B,1≤j≤j1 ∪{zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈C,m≥j≥j2 contains no
information on Kj (i.e.,
H(Kj |{zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈B , 1≤j≤j1 ∪{zi0 ,j }Ui0 ∈C , m≥j≥j2 )
= H(Kj )).
The scheme built on the above idea is a natural generalization of
Scheme 4.
S CHEME 5. Session key distribution with t-revocation capability for long term but infrequent communication failures. The setup
and adding group members steps are the same as in Scheme 3.
• Broadcast: Let Gpj = {j − i · d}0≤i<min(j/d,l) , and Gqj =
{j + i · d}0≤i<min((m−j)/d,l) . In the j th session key distribution, given the sets of revoked member IDs for sessions
in and before session j, Ri = {r1 , r2 , ..., rwi }i∈Gpj , where
|Ri | = wi ≤ t for i ∈ Gpj , the group manager broadcasts
the following message:
Bj ={Ri }i∈Gp ∪{Pi (x) = gi (x)pi (x) + hi (x)}i∈Gp
j
j
∪{Qi (x) = qi (x) + fi (x)}i∈Gq
j

where gi (x) = (x − r1 )(x − r2 )...(x − rwi ), i ∈ Gpj .
• Session key and shares recovery: When a non-revoked group
member Uv receives the j th session key distribution message, it evaluates {Pi (x)}i∈Gpj and {Qi (x)}i∈Gqj at point
v, recovers the shares {pi (v)}i∈Gpj and {qi (v)}i∈Gqj , and
then computes the current session key Kj = pj (v) + qj (v).
It finally stores the items in {pi (v)}i∈Gp and {qi (v)}i∈Gq
j
j
that it does not have.
T HEOREM 7. Scheme 5 is an unconditionally secure, (l,d) selfhealing session key distribution scheme with m log q-bit privacy
and t-revocation capability, t-wise forward and backward secrecy.

From the broadcast step in Scheme 5, it is obvious that the communication overhead of this generalized scheme is the same as
Scheme 4. Since the group member needs to buffer the key and
shares of 2(l − 1)d + 1 consecutive sessions, the total storage overhead is (2m + 2(l − 1)d + 1) log q.
Generally, the above two extensions (Scheme 4 and Scheme 5)
allow small key distribution messages, which are independent of
the total number of sessions. The choice of window size depends
mainly on the network environment. Thus, it is possible to have
a large number of sessions and still have a reasonable broadcast
message size and self-healing capability. Nevertheless, the storage
overhead in each member still limits the total number of sessions.
A special case of these two scheme is to let m = t, and have
the group manager update session keys if and only if at least one
compromised member is detected. On the one hand, it is possible to
cover a long network lifetime. On the other hand, the compromised
member can be revoked immediately. This customization may be
suitable for the applications that cannot afford a large number of
sessions, but still want to cover a long period of time.

3.5 Comparison with Previous Self-Healing
Methods
In this subsection, we give a simple comparison between Scheme
3 and Constructions 3 and 4 presented in [27]. Since Schemes 4 and
5 are mainly about trade offs between self-healing capability and
broadcast message size, we do not include them here. Note that
the technique used in the long-lived construction (Construction 5)
in [27] is also applicable to our schemes. Thus, we do not consider
it here either.
Table 1 summarizes the comparison between these three selfhealing key distribution methods. We use C3 to denote Construction 3 in [27], which is the basic unconditionally secure self-healing
scheme with t-revocation capability, and C4 to denote Construction 4 in [27], which is the less broadcast size variant of C3 . Note
that C4 reduces the broadcast size by sacrificing the unconditional
security property of C3 (for computational security). In contrast,
Scheme 3 proposed in this paper reduces the communication and
storage overhead without sacrificing any security property. From
Table 1, it is easy to see that our scheme has less communication
and storage overhead than both constructions in [27]. Figure 1 further shows the possible values for m and t given a maximum of
64KB packet size2 . Obviously, our scheme allows more sessions
and can deal with more colluding users under the same condition.

4. RELATED WORK
Early approaches to group key management (e.g., Group Key
Management Protocol (GKMP) [12]) rely on a group controller,
which shares a pairwise key with each group member and distributes group keys to group members on a one-to-one basis. These
approaches cannot scale to large groups.
To address the scalability problem, Iolus organizes the multicast
group into a hierarchy of subgroups to form a virtual secure multicast group [18]. The group hierarchy can be used for both group
communication and distribution of group keys. Wallner et al. [32]
and Wong et al. [33] independently discovered the Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) (or Key Graph) approach. In this approach, individual and auxiliary keys are organized into a hierarchy, where each
group member is assigned to a leaf and holds all the keys from its
leaf to the root. The root key is shared by all group members and
2

The values for C3 and C4 are slightly larger than those given in
Figure 3 in [27]; we compute the values purely from the formula
given in Table 1 for the purpose of fair comparison.

Table 1: Comparison between different self-healing key distribution schemes.
Communication overhead
Storage overhead
Self-healing
Security
Revocation capability

C3
(mt2 + 2mt + m) log q
(m2 + m) log q
Yes
unconditional
Yes

Possible values of m and t with 64KB packet size
C3

C4

Scheme 3

500
400
300
m
200
100
0
10

30

50

70

90

t

Figure 1: Possible values of m and t for different self-healing
key distribution schemes, which are the areas under the corresponding lines. Assume that q is a 64-bit integer. C4 can
only guarantee computational security, while the other two can
guarantee unconditional security.

thus used as the group key. A rekey operation in LKH requires
2 log2 n messages, where n is the number of group members.
A number of techniques have been proposed to improve the LKH
approach. Canetti et al. reduce the number of rekey messages to
log 2 n using a pseudo-random generator [7]. Keystone uses Forward Error Correction to reduce message loss, and employs unicastbased re-synchronization to help group members recover lost keys
[34]. Periodic (or batch) rekey was proposed to reduce the rekey
cost for groups with frequent joins and leaves [15,25,35,36]. Moreover, several issues about scalable and reliable distribution of group
keys have been thoroughly studied, including how to determine
where to add, delete or update keys in a key tree (for individual or
batch rekey) [15, 19, 35, 36] and how to efficiently place encrypted
keys in multicast rekey packets [35, 36]. A few other variations
of LKH were also proposed, including associating keys with each
level in the key hierarchy (instead of each node) [8], combining aary LKH+ (i.e., key tree with degree a) with unicast-based rekey
to trade-off between communication and storage cost [22], decentralized management of group keys [23], One-way Function Trees
(OFT) [1], and ELK which inserts key verification information into
data packets to help recover lost group keys [21].
The above methods need at least O(log n) computation and communication to remove a member. In contrast, MARKS only requires constant computation by distributing seeds of group keys
with Binary Hash Tree (BHT) and its variations [6]. However,
MARKS only works if the duration that a member stays in the
group is known when the member joins the group. In [2], Banerjee
and Bhattacharjee proposed to organize group members into different levels of clusters, in which the cluster head can communicate
with cluster members via both unicast and multicast. By limiting
the size of each cluster and isolating the changes to the related clusters, this approach incurs constant processing, communication and
storage overhead for single member joins or leaves, and logarithmic
overhead for batch joins and/or leaves [2].
Group key distribution is closely related to broadcast encryption

C4
(3mt + t2 + 2m + t) log q
(m2 + m) log q
Yes
computational
Yes

Scheme 3
(2mt + m + t + 1) log q
3m log q
Yes
unconditional
Yes

studied in the cryptography community. An overview of early results can be found in [30]. Berkovits presented a way to broadcast a
secret to a predetermined set of receivers using secret sharing technique [3]. Fiat and Naor developed broadcast encryption schemes
resilient to one bad member, and then proposed approaches to building high resilient schemes from low resilient ones based on Perfect
Hash Families (PHF) [10]. Safavi-Naini and Wang applied PHF
to construct group rekey schemes directly [24]. Blundo et al. developed a family of one-time broadcast encryption schemes based
on the key predistribution scheme in [4], and then extended them
to allow interactive group key distribution [5]. Trade off between
storage and communication requirements as well as their lower
bounds in the proposed schemes are also studied in [5] and [17].
Stinson and van Trung continued the work in [5] and presented
new constructions of key predistribution and broadcast encryption
schemes [31]. Just et al. studied group key distribution via broadcast encryption and derived a lower bound on the broadcast message size using information theoretic techniques [13]. Kumar et
al. proposed two schemes that can revoke up to t group members
with storage overhead O(t log n), and communication overhead
O(t log n) and O(t2 ), respectively, where n is the group size [14].
Naor et al. developed a subset-difference based bulk rekey method,
which requires log2 n keys being stored at members and 2t communication overhead [20]. Gong proposed a method to securely
broadcast different keys to different group members [11]. However,
Gong’s method results in a broadcast message linear to the group
size, while with our method the size of the broadcast message is
linear to the maximum number of colluding users, but independent
of the group size.
Our work in this paper is based on the self-healing key distribution approach (with revocation capability) in [27]. The technique
in [27] uses secret sharing [26] based on two dimensional polynomials to distribute group keys, enabling group members to recover
lost session group keys as long as they have received one broadcast
rekey message before and one after the above session. Compared
with the approaches discussed earlier, an advantage of both [27]
and our techniques is that the computation, communication, and
storage overheads required to revoke group members and achieve
self-healing capability are independent of the group size, and thus
are suitable for very large groups. However, our techniques also
improve over those in [27] as discussed in Section 3, and thus are
able to deal with coalition of more evicted group members.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented several group key distribution schemes
for very large and dynamic groups over unreliable channels. By
introducing a novel personal key distribution technique, we developed several efficient unconditionally secure and self-healing group
key distribution schemes that significantly improve over the previous approaches. In addition, we developed two techniques that allow trade-offs between the broadcast message size and the recoverability of lost session keys, which can further reduce the broadcast
message size in situations where there are frequent but short-term

disruptions of communication and where there are long-term but
infrequent disruptions of communication, respectively. We have
developed an API implementation to facilitate the deployment of
the proposed techniques [16].
Our future work includes development of a model that characterizes failures in large and highly mobile wireless networks and further investigation of the performance of the proposed schemes in
this model. In addition, we would like to seek more efficient ways
to perform the initial key distribution for the proposed schemes.
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